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Sharp exponential bounds are obtained for resonance states  and complex
eigenvalues z for the Schro dinger equation H*#(&d 2dx2+*V) =z on
[0, ). In a compact region V(x) is either a square-well or a parabolic potential.
As x  , V(x)tV+VMx&+ for some +>0. The three cases V<0, V=0
and 0<V<VM are considered. Results are used to study the stratified wave
propagator K=&c2( | y | )(2x+2y). Depending on the shape of the velocity function
c(s), resonances of K are shown to exist.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we study the stationary Schro dinger equation (H*&z) =0
where
H*=&
d 2
dx2
+*V(x)+U(x) on L2(Ja , dx),
for large * (coupling parameter), Ja#[a, ) and Dirichlet Boundary Con-
ditions at x=a. In particular, we look for spectral resonance (s.r.) values of
H* which are defined in Section 2 to be complex eigenvalues of a related
operator (see [1] or [13], and also [11] for an alternative approach). The
corresponding eigenstates serve as initial conditions for slowly decaying
solutions of the Schro dinger equation [14].
Our study will focus on potentials V(x) and U(x) which have the con-
stant value of 0 on an interval Ib #[a, b), and are smooth elsewhere. It is
also assumed that U(x) has compact support and that 0 is a local mini-
mum for V(x) in a neighborhood of Ib . In some neighborhood of infinity
V(x) should converge to another constant V({\). Three cases
naturally present themselves; The Non-THreshold, THreshold and Past-
THreshold cases;
(NTH) V<0, (TH) V=0, (PTH) 0<V<sup V#VM .
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For large *, resonances of H* will exist in a complex neighborhood of the
eigenvalues for
Hb=&
d 2
dx2
on L2(Ib , dx),
with Dirichlet B. C. at a and b. In this case we write _(Hb)=[E Fn ]

n=1. For
parabolic potentials resonances exist in a neighborhood of the eigenvalues of
Ha=&
d 2
dx2
+*V"(a)
(x&a)2
2
on L2(Ja , dx),
so that _(Ha)=[E Pn ]

n=1 . Results are compared with those of [2] and
[6], and agree to leading order. Apparent improvements in our results are
not to within error, although our techniques utilize stronger resolvent
bounds. The potentials V(x) studied here are more general than those of
[2] however we consider U(x) potentials which are restricted to the classi-
cally-forbidden region. Conditions on U(x) can be weakened as long as
eigenvalues for Ha and Hb remain non-degenerate.
In [6] the NTH case has been studied for parabolic potentials. The
standard procedure has been to use a space scaling to fix the asymptotic
energy levels. However for the flat potential case there is no need to scale
space (as in [2]). A nice consequence of this is that the turning surfaces
will be fixed asymptotically. We will modify the program of Hislop and
Sigal [6] and obtain exponential upper bounds on resonances for flat and
parabolic potentials. Our approach does not require a space scaling so we
could easily consider other non-degenerate potentials. Furthermore, it is
shown that an analysis of resonance free domains, which requires the intro-
duction of an exterior Hamiltonian, is only needed in the TH and PTH
cases with flat potentials.
The TH and PTH cases are considered in detail. In particular we use the
following exterior non-trapping conditions, for some +>0 and Ci>0,
C1x+V(x)C2 , &xV$(x)&+V(x)0. (1.1)
Clearly the outer-turning surface moves to spatial infinity as *   and this
provides some difficulties not present in the NTH case. Results for the special
case V(x)=Cx2 are used to study wave resonances in stratified media.
For our discussion define Wp, t(S)=[, # Lt(S) | [qx, # L
t(S), qp],
p # N. In the following Ci and =i are generic constants which may differ for
the parabolic (P) or flat (F ) potentials. Suppose that there are 4 positive
numbers ab<c<d and define
Ic=[a, c), Id=[a, d ) and Jb=(b, ), Jc=(c, ), Jd=(d, ).
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We impose the following conditions on V(x) # W1, (Ja) & W2, (Ic _ Jc),
(H1) V | I b=0, V$(b)=0, V"(b)>0, V(c)=VM#sup(V)>0;
(H2) _=1 , ;0 and V (}) which is analytic on C; 0=[c+=1+\e
i; | \>=1,
|;|;0],
(a) V (x)=V(x) for x # (c+2=1 , ),
(b) |(}&d ) j V ( j )(})(V (})&V(d ))|< uniformly for } # C; 0 ,
j=1, 2, 3,
(c) _Ci>0 so that \} # C;0 , |Im V (})|C1 |Re V (})&V |+C2 ;
(H3) U(x) # L, and supp(U )/[b, c+2=1].
Remark 1.1. A potential which satisfies (H1) and (H2) is
V(x)=VM(cx)++V for +>0 in the exterior region xc.
Asymptotic energy levels for the P and F potentials are, for n=1, 2, 3, ...
(P) a=b, E Pn #2 - * n* - V"(a), n*#n&14,
(F ) a<b, E Fn #En=?2n2(b&a)2.
The corresponding Agmon distances (between turning surfaces) are
\*n (*)=| (max[*V(s)&E *n , 0])12 ds, (1.2a)
with *=P or F. In practice one must use the reduced-Agmon length
function
\(x)#\*n, *, B(x)=|
x
a
(max[*V(s)&E *n &a0*
B, 0])12ds, (1.2b)
where a0>0 and B # [0, 1) are appropriately chosen. The maximum distance
is then d *n, *#\
*
n, *, B(). It is easily shown that |d
*
n, *&\
*
n (*)|=O(*
B&12).
Main Theorem (NTH). Consider potentials V(x), U(x) which satisfy
(H1)(H3). Suppose _d>c+2=1 so that V(x) also satisfies the following
conditions,
(H4) (a) V | (b, d )>0, (b) V |J d<0, (c) V(d )=0, (d) V$(d )<0;
(H5) _V<0 so that
(a) V  V as x  ,
(b) _=>0 so that 2(1&=) V(x)+(x&d ) V$(x)0 for x # Jd .
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Then for each = # (0, 18) and n # N, _Cn , C= , *n positive constants, and
[z*n ]
N*
*
n=1 a finite sequence of spectral resonances of H
*, so that for **n ,
|z*n &E
*
n |<Cn*
&14, and 0<Im(z*n )<C=*
Ar
*
e&2d
*
n, * , (1.3)
where A*r =&(1&=)2 and B
*=1&=. The corresponding resonance states
*n # L
2(Ja , dx) satisfy the localization estimate, for A*s =&(1&=)2,
|
I
e2\
*
n, *, B (x) |*n (x)|
2 dx<C=, n*2As
*
|
Ja
|*n |
2 dx, (1.4)
where I/Ja is an open interval. For large * and fixed n the following expan-
sions hold,
\Pn (*)=- * \^&
n
*
- 2
ln(*n2)&n
*
CP+O(n*&14), (1.5a)
\Fn(*)=- * \^&
n2
- *
ln(*n2)
? - 2
4(b&a)2 - V"(b)
&
n2
- *
CF+O(n3*&1), (1.5b)
where \^=db - V and the coefficients CP , CF are computable, given V(x). As
factors they are uniformly positive and bounded, independent of * and n.
Remark 1.2. (i) The exponent Ar which appears in (1.3) is stronger
than the 16 value which appears in [2], but this is not an improvement
to within error (since B>0).
(ii) For parabolic potentials the asymptotic energy E Pn increases with
- * whereas E Fn remains fixed. The consequence, as is evident from (1.5),
is a longer Agmon distance for flat potentials (i.e. greater stability).
Main Theorem (TH). Suppose _d>c so that V(x), U(x) satisfy
(H1)(H3) and,
(H4)$ (a) V |Jb>0,
(b) V$ | (c+2=1 , )<0;
(H5)$ _+>0 so that for x # (c+2=1 , ):
(a) =2x+V(x)=3, lim infx  (&xV$(x)V(x))=+,
(b) *V(d )=*B where for some =4 # (0, 18), =5 # (0, 1),
B(+)={1&=4 ,12,
+>2
+2
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for P potentials or
B(+)={1&=4 ,=5 ,
+>2
+2
for F potentials.
Then, the inequalities (1.3) and (1.4) still hold, but with the following
changes: For +>2 with = # (0, 18), A*r =A
*
s =&(1&=)2, and
\Pn (*)=- * C1&*(++2)4+n*
(+&2)2+C2+O(n),
(1.6a)
\Fn (*)=- * C1&*1+n1&2+C2+O(n2- *);
For + # (0, 2), APr =54, A
P
s =12, A
F
r =72, A
F
s =54, and
\Pn (*)=*
(++2)4+n
*
(+&2)2+C1&- * C2+O(n),
(1.6b)
\Fn (*)=*
1+n1&2+C1&- * C2+O(n2- *);
If +=2 then for both P and F potentials,
\*n (*)=- * ln(*n2) C1 &- * C2+O(E *n *&12 ln(*n2)). (1.6c)
All constants Ci are computable given V(x). They are also strictly positive
and bounded (uniformly in n and * but not in +).
Remark 1.3. Although we can obtain the same results in the NTH and
TH cases (except for some slight differences in \*n ), the latter case will
require a different technique. In particular the appropriate comparison
Hamiltonian is H *0=H
*
d 1 H
*
ext where
H *d1=H
* |C 0 (a, d1) , H
*
ext=H
* | C0 (d0 , ) , with Dirichlet B.C., (1.7)
and *V(di)=E *n +ai *
B for c+2=1<d0<d1<d and some a0>a1>0. The
problem is that _ess(H*)=[0, ) does not move as *  , so the entire
essential spectrum of H* has to be subtracted in order to recover the strong
convergence result. This has been the standard procedure (as used in [3, 4,
6, 7] and [13] for example) however, it is only necessary for the TH and
PTH cases for flat potentials.
Main Theorem (PTH). Suppose _d>c so that V(x), U(x) satisfy
(H1)(H3). Also, given E0>0, suppose that for some V # (0, VM),
(H4)" (a) V |J b>0 and V |Jc>V ,
(b) V$ | (c+2=1 , )<0;
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(H5)" (a) Condition (H5)$ (a) holds with V(x) replaced by
V(x)&V ,
(b) Condition (H5)$ (b) holds.
Then _C* so that if nCPE &540 for the P potentials, or if nCFE
&2
0 for
the F potentials, we have:
(i) Inequalities (1.3) hold where * and n are related by the equation
E *n #*V+E0 . The corresponding resonance states satisfy the decay
estimates (1.4) where the Agmon lengths have expansions (1.6), with V(x)
replaced by V(x)&V .
(ii) Given =>0, H* has an eigenvalue E *n which satisfies,
|E *n&(*V&E0)|=.
(iii) For the parabolic potential *_pp(H*)=- * V(2 - V"(b))+
O(*&12), and for the flat potential is *_pp(H *)=- * (b&a) - V?+
O(*&34).
Remark 1.4. This result demonstrates that for each E0>0 there is an
s.r. value and an eigenvalue within E0 of the bottom of the essential
spectrum of H*. The techniques used here must be modified considerably
in order to follow the transition from an s.r. value into an eigenvalue, as
* increases. A study of the +2 cases is given in [10].
The paper is organized as follows. The next section is a review of defini-
tions and important results. The basic estimate is established which ensures
that (H*(%)&‘)&1 is a meromorphic function of ‘ for some % in a complex
neighborhood of 0. Section 3 begins by demonstrating convergence of
projections for appropriate eigenstates. It also contains a proof of Main
Theorem (NTH). The section following demonstrates the modifications
required to handle the TH case. We also discuss the method of [13]
further. The PTH case is discussed in Section 5. In the final section we
apply our results to the study of waves in cylindrically symmetric media,
and obtain an extension of the work of Marcuse [8].
2. PRELIMINARIES
An s.r. value for a self-adjoint operator H is defined to be a (complex)
eigenvalue for an associated non-self adjoint operator H(%), % # C. One
obtains H(%) from H using a group of operators U% which are unitary for
% # R. If U% becomes non-unitary for Im(%){0, then the spectrum of
H(%)#U%HU&1% can differ from _(H). In physical applications, where H
corresponds to a Hamiltonian operator, one often has the decomposition
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_(H)=_ess(H) _ _pp(H). Then in general _(H(%))=_ess(H(%)) _ _pp(H) _
_sr(H) where the essential spectrum of H(%) moves in some continuous
manner with % to reveal the complex eigenvalues _sr(H). Note that the pure
point spectrum of H does not change with %. Once revealed, the same is
true for the s.r. values.
Our analysis begins by defining the vector field on Ja ,
v(x)={(x&d1)(1&exp[&_*
&$1(F1&*V(x))]),
0,
x>d1
x<d1
(2.1)
where c+2=1<d1<d and *V(d1)=F1 . This is closely related to the vector
field used in [13] to study (possibly) degenerate potentials. The parameters
d1, $1, F1 , _ will be chosen appropriately.
By condition (H2) of the introduction, the function v(}), } # C, is defined
on a cone C; 0 . The map x  v(x) is a twice differentiable vector field and
it generates an endomorphism (or flow) .% on Ja for all % # R. This flow
has an analytic continuation into the strip S; 0=R i[&;0 , ;0] and solves
the following equation (from [13]),
.i;(x)=x+i |
;
0
v[.is(x)] ds, .0(x)=x, (2.2)
for ; # [&;0 , ;0]. Here ;0>0 depends on the derivative of v(}) but is
fixed otherwise [6]. For any V satisfying condition (H2) we observe that,
V (.i;(x))=V(x)+iv(x) ;V$(x)+R1+R2 . (2.3)
The remainders in (2.3) satisfy
|R1| sup
xd1
|(.i;(x)&x&i;v(x)) V$(x)|,
|R2| sup
xd1
|(.i;(x)&x)2 V"(x)|.
From (2.2) we have that
|.i;(x)&x|; |v(x)|+; sup
} # C ; 0
|v$(})| sup
0s;
|.is(x)&x|
which can be solved (independent of x) for ; sufficiently small, to give,
|.i;(x)&x|C; |v(x)|. (2.4a)
This implies that Image(.i;)/C; 0 . Similarly,
|.i;(x)&x&i;v(x)|C;2 |v(x) v$(x)|. (2.4b)
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Note that in both cases we need a uniform bound on
v$(})=
v(})
}&d1
&
(}&d1) V $(})
V(d1)&V (})
[_*&$1 (F1&*V (})) e&_*
&$ 1 (F 1&*V (}))].
This follows from (H2)(b) and (c). A further standard calculation shows
that _Ci>0 independent of * so that
sup
d 1xd3
|v$(x)|C1 _, sup
d2x
|v$(x)|(1&C2_e&_), (2.4c)
and in this way the error terms in (2.3) are controlled.
Throughout we use a transformation which is unitary for % # R, and is
defined by
U%(x)=J12% (x) (.% (x)),
where J% (x)# |x.% (x)| is the Jacobian of the transformation x  .% (x).
From Theorem 4.5 of [6] we have that
H*(%)#U% H*U&%=p2%+*V% ,
extends to an analytic family of type A with domain D( p2) for |Im %|;0 .
In particular U% C

0 (R
+)/D( p2) and U% L2(R+)/L2loc(R
+). From [4,
13] we can write,
p2%=pJ
&2
% p+F% , p#&i
d
dx
,
where standard analysis gives, for %=i;,
sup[ |1&Ji; |, |d jJi;dx j |, |Fi; |]C |;|, (2.4d)
j=1, 2. We may now expect that the poles of the (U%-analytic) expectation
values of (H*(%)&z)&1 meromorphically continue across the continuous
spectrum. The poles of these matrix elements correspond to eigenvalues of
H*(%) (for some % # S;0) [1], [6, Section 4]. It is the location of these
poles, relative to _(Hb), that we wish to study. Unfortunately the poles
become isolated only for * large. This is sometimes called the semi-classical
limit. In the study of waves the semi-classical parameter is the coefficient of
the potential (unlike quantum mechanics where its inverse is the coefficient
of the Laplacian). The consequence of this is that the energy-levels grow
slower than the potential energy.
In the following analysis flat bottom and parabolic potentials will be
considered. Recall the definitions of Ha , Hb and H *d 1 in the introduction.
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Note that _(H *d1)=[En(*)]

n=1 and these are non-degenerate eigenvalues.
We use En #En(*) in the following.
Lemma 2.1. Suppose H *d1 is as defined in (1.7) where d1 satisfies
*V(d1)=C1*$1, for some C1>0. Then for the P case, with $112,
|E Pn &En |C
P*&25.
For the F case with $10, H *d1  Hb as *   in the strong resolvent sense,
and
0E Fn &EnC
F*&14.
The first statement can be found in [6] and the second is quite standard.
In both cases the effect of U(x) is of lower order.
Remark 2.1. The eigenvalues of Hb are stable with respect to
(Hb&Hd 1
*) even though this difference cannot be considered a perturba-
tion. The projections (and thus eigenvalues) for Hb and H *d1 converge as
*  . One also says that the eigenvalues of H *d1 are splitting from those
of Hb [13].
We now define the annular set in C (as in [13]), for *, =>0, $ # [0, 14)
and n # N,
A#A(*, n, $, =)=[‘ | |En&‘| # (=*&$, 2=*&$)].
In the NTH and TH cases n is fixed and * is sufficiently large. For the PTH
case n is related to * by the condition En=*V+E0 which for E0 small
means that * is approximately a threshold value for H*.
Theorem 2.2. Suppose that H* satisfies conditions (H1)(H3) and
(H4)*, (H5)* of the introduction. Then given =>0 and n # N (or E0>0 in
the PTH case), _$ # [0, 14) and _Cn , ;0 and *n>* so that
&(H*(i;)&‘)&1&Cn*$=, (2.5)
for all |;|;0 , **n and ‘ # A.
Proof. The details are standard [6], however, to obtain sharpened
results, we expand on the method of Sigal [13]. The idea is to define the
scaled energy levels, for $2$1<1,
F0=En+a0*$1, F1=En+a1*$ 1,
F2=En+a2*$2, F3=En+a3*$ 2,
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where a0>a1 , a2>a3 . Furthermore, the positions c+2=1<d0<d1<d2<
d3<d, satisfy *V(dj)=Fj . For the NTH case, 1>$1=$2>$ and we take
a0=8, a1=7, a2=2, a3=1. If +>2 in the TH and PTH cases, then we
need a1 # (1, (1&2+)+) and a02=3a2 2=3a3=a1 . Otherwise, for
0<+2, we require $2$0 and for P potentials $112$2 and for
F potentials $10=$2 . In this latter case it is sufficient to take a0=a2=2
and a1=a3=1.
Next we introduce the C2 cutoff function,
q(x)=140 |
x
0
max[0, t3(1&t)3] dt
=(&20x7+70x6&84x5+35x4) /(0, 1)(x)+/[1, )(x),
from which one obtains the partition of unity for Ja , 3i=1 g
2
i =1, where
g1(x)=q((d1&x)(d1&d0)), g3(x)=q((x&d2)(d3&d2)).
The corresponding decomposition of Ja is,
(WR) Well region: supp g1=[a, d1], supp g$1=[d0 , d1], (2.6a)
(CF) Classically-forbidden region: supp g2=[d0 , d3]#supp g$2 , (2.6b)
(NT) Non-trapping region: supp g3=[d2 , ), supp g$3=[d2 , d3]. (2.6c)
By the chain rule we have that for p=0, 1, 2,
&g ( p)1 &=O((d1&d0)&p), &g ( p)3 &=O((d3&d2)&p,
(2.7a)
&g ( p)2 &=max[&g
( p)
1 & , &g
( p)
3 &].
For the NTH cases |d1&d0 |t*$ 1&1, |d3&d2 |t*$2&1, and for the TH and
PTH cases |d1&d0|t*(1&$1)+, |d3&d2 |t*(1&$ 2)+. Finally, the required
edge-smoothness conditions hold,for any i, k=1, 2, 3,
&(g$i)2gk & C &g$i &2 , &(gi")
2gk&C &gi"&2 . (2.7b)
In the following , # C 0 (Ja) will be arbitrary and we employ the notation
,i#gi,.
(WR) For * sufficiently large, so that En<*VM ,
&(H*(%)&‘) ,1 &=&(H *d1&‘) ,1 &dist[En , A]&,1 &. (2.8)
The coefficient on the right hand side is positive and O(=*&$).
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(CF) In the classically forbidden region one uses the Schwartz inequality.
Then we obtain, with V2#inf[V | (d0 , d3)],
&(H*(%)&‘) ,2 &
1
&,2&
Re(,2 , (H*(%)&‘) ,2)
(*V2(1&O(;2*2(1&$2))&O(;2_))&En+O(=*&$))&,2&
C*$2 &,2 &. (2.9)
Here ;2 is chosen small depending on the size of _, which is fixed by a non-
trapping condition to follow.
(NT) For the non-trapping region, the Schwartz inequality also applies,
&(H*(%)&‘) ,3&
1
&,3&
Im[&e2i;# 3(,3 , (H*(%)&‘) ,3)].
Here #3 provides a small (rotational) correction to the expectation. It was
demonstrated in [4] that
#3=(,3, pv$p,3)(,3 , p2,3) ,
is an optimal choice and it satisfies #3  1& as _  . By expanding the
Jacobian J&2(%)=1&2i;v$+O(;2) we see that the kinetic energy term is
positive for ; small and _ large (see also [13] Theorem A.3). Thus we
obtain,
&(H*(%)&‘) ,3&
1
&,3&
(,3 , ;(2#3(En&*V(1+O(;_e&_)))&*vV$) ,3) .
(2.10a)
In the NTH case, for the region x # [d2 , d], use a Taylor series about
x=d. Then from the definitions of d, d2 and d3 , and the condition that
V$(d )<0,
&2*V(x)&(x&d1) *V$(x)t3*V$(d )(d&x)+(&*V$(d ))(d&d1)t2a2 *$ 2,
where errors vanish as *  . The non-trapping condition,
*(&(2&=1) V(x)&(x&d1) V$(x))*$2 =2 , for all x # supp(g3),
holds for some =j>0, by imposing (H5)(b). Hence the right hand side of
(2.10a) is positive and O(*$2) for all x>d2. We conclude that
&(H*(%)&‘),3 &C;*$2 &,3&. (2.10b)
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For the TH and PTH cases define the function
S(x)#2(En&*V(x))&*(x&d1) V$(x), for all x # supp(g3).
Then if +>2 the arguments above give that S(x)En for all xd2 . If
+ # (0, 2] then the analysis above does not work, and we need to be more
careful. In particular,
S(x)&2En&*V(x) \2&xV$(x)V(x) \1&
d1
x ++ , for x # supp(g3),
and S(x) is an increasing function (within error). For * large,
d1 d2t(F2 F1)1+t(a2 a1) *($2&$1)+,
and *V(d2)ta2*$ 2. If +=2 then S(d2)&2En&C*(3$ 2&$1)2. We take for
case P: $223, 3$2&$11, and for case F : $213, 3$2$1 . If +<2
then S(d2)&+En&a2(2&+)*$ 2, therefore we can take $1$2=12 for
case P and $1$2=0 for case F. To obtain (2.10b) we use $1=$2=12 for
case P and $1>$2=0 for case F.
Note that for the TH and PTH cases the notion of non-trapping at En
is very important, although this is not so for the NTH case.
It remains to combine the three estimates (2.8), (2.9) and (2.10b) using
the IMS localization identity (see [4] eq. (5.11), (5.12)),
&(H *(%)&‘),&2 :
3
i=1
((12) &(H *(%)&‘) gi ,&2&Ri (,))
C1=2*&2$ &,&2+C2 *2$2 &g2,&2& :
3
i=1
Ri , (2.11)
where the remainder is Rj (,)=&[H*(%), gj ],&2.
Claim 2.3. For j=1, 2, 3 and |Im %|;0, _Ci so that,
Rj (,)C1 &g$j&2 &g2,&&(H
*(%)&‘),&+C2 &gj"&2 &g2 ,&&,&. (2.12)
Proof. Let /1=(gj$)2 and /2=(gj")2. Then for %=i;
Rj (,)A1 Re(,, /1 J&2%* p
2
%,)+A2(,, /2,) +;
2A3(,, /1 ,) , (2.13)
where Ai>0. Set h#gj$, J#J&2% and K=&xJ x . To obtain (2.13) first
note that,
Rj (,)2 &J$&2 &h,&
2+2 &J&2 &h$,&
2+4 &hJ x,&2.
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Then observe that,
&hJ x,&2=(,, &xh2 |J | 2 x,)
=&Re(,, (h2)$ |J | 2 x,)&Re(,, h2(J*)$ J x,)
+Re(,, h2J*K,)
2[&J*& &h$,&+&(J*)$& &h,&]&hJ x,&+Re(,, h2J*K,)
(12)&hJ x,&2+8[C1(1+C2;)&h$,&2+C3;2 &h,&2]
+Re(,, h2J*K,).
Several applications of the triangle inequality along with the bounds in
(2.4d) and the above estimate gives (2.13). Now for any u with supp(u)/
supp(gj$), ;0 sufficiently small and * sufficiently large,
Re(,, h2J*(F%+*V%&‘),) C1(1&C2;)*$ 2 &h,&20.
Thus,
Rj (,)B1 &g2 ,& "/1g2 (H *(%)&‘),"+B2 &g2,& "
/2
g2
," .
Applying (2.7b) completes the Claim. K
Finally we must apply (2.7a) to (2.12) and use the algebraic inequality
2aba2+b2. Inserting the result into (2.11) gives
&(H*(%)&‘),&Cn =*&$&,&.
Note that for +>2 and the NTH cases the calculations require that
$2 # (45, 1). K
Discussion. The above Theorem provides the basic estimate which allows
an analysis of the poles of H on the second Riemann sheet. It will be
important to note that ;0 is fixed independent of *. Thus as n # N increases
the essential spectrum of H(%) will move away from En in the NTH case.
3. NEGATIVE POTENTIAL, CASE (1) V<0
We first show that _pp(H *d1) is stable with respect to (H
*(%)&H *d1);
Theorem 3.1. Consider any $2 # [0, 1) and 0$<$2 . Let P*n be the pro-
jection of H *d 1 onto En and Q
*
n(%) the projection of H
*(%) onto an =*&$-
neighborhood of En . Then for |Im(%)|;0 , _Cn , *n>0 so that
&P*n&Q
*
n(%)&Cn =*
&$&$ 2, for all **n . (3.1)
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Proof. Choose a once connected positive oriented curve C from A.
Then
P*n&Q
*
n(%)=
i
2? C _
1
H *d 1&‘
&
1
H*(%)&‘& d‘.
Thus we need only consider the difference of resolvents, for ‘ # A,
1
H *d1&‘
&
1
H*(%)&‘
=
1
H *d 1&‘
[ g21 , H
*
d1]
1
H*(%)&‘
+
1
H *d 1&‘
g22&( g
2
2+g
2
3)
1
H*(%)&‘
. (3.2)
For the first term on the right hand side use the following result;
Lemma 3.2. Consider H=H *d1 or H
*(%). Then for ‘ # A and * suf-
ficiently large, _C1 , C2>0 so that,
" g$13- 1&g1
1
H&‘"C1*1&2$ 1, "x 3- g1(1&g1)
1
H&‘"C2 *&$12.
The proof explicitly requires the basic estimate (2.5). Details are given in
the Appendix. Next consider the middle term on the right hand side of
(3.2);
Lemma 3.3. For ‘ # A, _C>0 so that,
" 1H *d 1&‘ g
2
2"C*&$ 1.
See Appendix for a sketch of the proof. For the final term in (3.2), we show,
Lemma 3.4. For ‘ # A, _C>0 so that,
" (g22+g23)12 1H*(%)&‘"C*&$2.
Proof. From the localization formula (2.11),
&(H *(%)&‘),&2 :
3
i=1
((12)&(H*(%)&‘)gi,&2&Ri (,))
C1=2*&2$ &,&2+C2*2$2 &g2,&2
+C3;2*2$2 &g3,&2& :
3
i=1
Ri , (3.3)
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where we used the basic estimate (2.3), the inequalities (2.8) (CF) and
(2.10b) (NT).
Claim 3.5. Given $$>0 there are constants Ai , Bj , so that,
R1*&2$2+4(1&$ 1)+$$(A1 &(H *(%)&‘),&2+A2 &,&2)
+A3*2$ 2&$$ &(g22+g
2
3)
12 ,&2,
R2+R3*4&6$2+$$(B1 &(H*(%)&‘),&2+B2 &,&2)
+B3*2$2&$$ &g2 ,&2.
The proof is completely analogous to that of Claim 2.3. Now, by
choosing $1 and $2 sufficiently close to 1& and for $$>0 sufficiently small,
(3.3) becomes,
(1+[A1*4(1&$ 1)+B1*4(1&$2)]*2$2&$$)&(H*(%)&‘),&2
*2$2(min[C2 , C3;2]&(A3+B3)*$$)&(g22+g23)12 ,&2,
which proves Lemma 3.4, for * sufficiently large. K
Combining Lemmas 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4 proves the Theorem. K
Proof of Main Theorem (NTH). The results above ensure that an s.r.
value of H * exists in a neighborhood of En . To obtain estimates on the dif-
ference zn&En we consider the operator H *d 1 which is the restriction of H
*
to (a, d1). Then from [12, Sect. 12] we know that L2 solutions of
(H *d1&En) ,=0 on I/(b1 , d1), will satisfy
|
I
e2\ n, *, $ 1 (x) | pk,| 2C*1&2$1 sup
I
[ |*V&En |k]&,&2, (3.4)
with k=0, 1, 2. To see this define bi so that b<b1<b0<c, where
*V(bi )=Fi . For * sufficiently large, we use (H1) to justify the approxima-
tion V(x)t(12) - V"(b) (x&b)2. Then
’(x)#1&q((x&b1)(b0&b1))
implies
&’&1, =O((b0&b1)&1)=O(* (1&$1)2).
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With \#\n, *, B(x) defined in the introduction, and B=$1 , we have for
u # W2, 2(b0 , d0),
Re(u, e\(H *d1&En) e
&\u) (a1*$1+E *n &En))&u&
2.
If we choose u=e\’,, then a standard calculation gives,
&’$,&2C*$ 1 &e\’,&2,
from which we conclude (3.4) for k=0. For k=2,
|
I
e2\ |2x,|
2C*&(1&$ 1)&$ 1 sup
I
[ |*V&En | 2] |
I
e2\ |,| 2,
and the Schwartz inequality gives (3.4) for k=1.
Next consider an L2 solution of (H*(%)&z*n) =0. Then the projection
of g1, onto this state is
Qg1,=
(*, g1 ,)
(*, )
#C* 
=
i
2? C
1
H*(%)&‘
[&2x , g1]
1
H *d 1&‘
, d‘+g1,. (3.5a)
By appropriate choice of C the measure d‘(En&‘) will be independent
of *. Thus
&(1&Q) g1,&sup
‘ # C "
1
H*(%)&‘
(g"1+2g$1p),"
C*32&3$1&$2*max[1, 3$ 1 2]e&d
*
n, * &,&, (3.5b)
using Lemma 3.2 and the approximation *V(x)&Ent*$ 1 on supp(g$1).
Now suppose that &,&=&&=1. Then (3.5a) gives,
|C* |=&Qg1 ,&1&&(1&g1),&&&(1&Q)g1 ,&.
Clearly |C* |  1& as *  . Finally we observe that
=C &1* (g1,&(1&Q)g1,).
This gives the estimate, for k=0, 1, 2 and appropriate =>0,
|
I
e2\(x) | pk| 2|C* |&2 (*&1+=+*&2+=e2(\(d $)&d
*
n, *)) sup
I
|*V&En |k,
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where d $#sup Id1 . To obtain estimates on s.r. values let /1 be the
characteristic function of supp(g$1). Then
z*n &- g1 &2=| *g1H *(%)
=| g1 |$| 2+ *g$1$+* | g1V || 2,
So we conclude that,
|Im(z*n)|&g1&1, 
&/1&&/1 x&
(, g1)
C*1&$1*&1+=*$ 1 2e&2d
*
n, *,
which gives the second estimate of (1.3).
Finally we can combine the estimates above to obtain a bound on
|z*n&En |;
(z*n&En)(,, g1)=(,, [&
2
x , g1]) ,
implies
|z*n&En |
1
|(,, g1) |
(&/1 x,&&/1&+&/1 x &+&/1,&). (3.6)
Now observe that
|( g1,, ) |&P&&|( (1&g1),, ) |(1&&(P&Q)&&&(1&g1),&)&&,
and the last two terms vanish as *  . Hence, the right hand side of (3.6)
is exponentially small in *. Combining this with Lemma 2.1 gives the first
estimate in (1.3).
The leading order behavior of \*n (*) is obtained in [6]. The methods are
standard and we sketch the details at the end of the next section. K
4. VANISHING POTENTIAL, CASE (2) VM=0
For the parabolic potentials we can easily obtain (3.1) where
$1=12$2>$0 for +2. We do not repeat the details.
For flat potentials the bottom of the essential spectrum of H*(%) is fixed
at 0. Hence even after complex scaling
dist[H*(%), E *n]=E
*
n sin(2 |Im(%)| ),
is independent of *. The details of the previous section require an extra
result;
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Lemma 4.1. &(g22+g
2
3) Q
*
n(%)&Cn =*
&$&3$1 2*&(1&$1)+.
Proof. By a standard numerical range argument (eg. [6] pp. 55, [7]
Theorem 3.1, [12] eq. (10.33) and [3] Section 5), we have for ‘ # A, with
H *ext defined in (1.7),

C
1
H *ext(%)&‘
d‘=0, H *ext(%)#U%H *extU&1% .
Noting that 1&g21=g
2
2+g
2
3 we write,
(g22+g
2
3) Q
*
n(%)=
i
2? C
1
H *ext (%)&‘
[2x , g
2
1]
1
H*(%)&‘
d‘.
In analogy with Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3, for h= 3- g1(1&g1) and
H(%)=H *ext(%) or H
*(%),
"h 1H(%)&‘"C*&$1, "xh
1
H(%)&‘"C*&$1 2,
which gives, due to the bounds on g$1 ,
" 1H *ext(%)&‘ [2x , g21]
1
H *(%)&‘"C*&(1&$1)+*&$ 1 2&$1.
Since C has area O(=*&$), the Lemma is shown. K
Substituting Lemmas 3.2, 3.3 and the above estimate into the norm of
(3.2) gives,
Proposition 4.2. For P*n and Q
*
n(%) as defined in Theorem 3.1, _Cn ,
*n>0, so that
&P*n&Q
*
n(%)&Cn =*
&$&$ 1 for all **n . (4.1)
We now present,
Proof of Main Theorem (TH). The estimates on resonances (1.3) for the
TH case follow (as in Section 3) from (4.1). In particular (3.4) holds for the
bound states. For the resonant state, (3.5b) gives, for I=(d0 , d1)
|
I
e2\(x) | pk| 2
|C* | &2 (*&3+2$1+*32&3$ 1&$2*max[1, 3$1 2]e2(\(d $)&d
*
n, *)) *k$1 2.
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Thus the s.r. value satisfies
|Im(z*n)|C*
1&$1*32&5$1 2&$2 *max[1, 3$1 2]e&2d
*
n, * .
We now apply the conditions in Theorem 2.2 for $1 and $2 to obtain the
bounds in (1.3).
To obtain the asymptotic expressions in (1.6), let us define b # (b, c) and
d >c which solve *V(b )=*V(d )=E#E *n . Then, the Agmon length is
\n(*)=|
d
b
- *V&E
=|
d
b
- *V&|
d
b
E
- *V+- *V&E
=- * |
d
b
(- V x+2) x&+2&
E
- * |
d
b
x+2
- V x+2
1
1+- 1&E*V
.
Using condition (H5)* and integrating gives the estimates on \n(*). K
We close with a discussion on the details of [12], using the notation
found there. In [12, Sect. 7] conditions are given which cannot hold for all
+ in the TH case. In particular the condition $<= cannot hold. The most
serious problem is with the definition E=E0+2*$
 . If - * V$(x- *)=
O(*&:) and V(x)=VM(cx)+, then we need $ <+&: to ensure that S+E
continues to exist. However the requirement in [12] for the TH case is that
$ >1&: (since $=1). There is clearly a problem if 0<+1.
In our study we found that 0<+2 requires special consideration. In
particular the non-trapping condition given in (1.1) restricts the class of
potentials to those which are decaying polynomially, possibly with small
oscillations.
5. POSITIVE POTENTIAL, CASE (3) 0<V<VM
Consider the symmetric operator, for F potentials,
H *=H *&*V .
Then _(H *) & (&, 0) consists of at least &1+(b&a) - *V? eigen-
values [E *n] which are strictly decreasing with *. New eigenvalues appear
from the bottom of _ess(H *)=[0, ) as * increases. In the range (0,
*(VM&V)) there are spectral resonances of H *. This fact can be seen by
scaling with U% , and comparing H *(%) with
H *0(%)=H
*
d 1H
*
ext(%)&*V .
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It is most difficult to study these resonances near 0 and *(VM&V). The
difficulty at 0 is due to the proximity of the essential spectrum _ess(H *(%)),
even after scaling. This restricts the basic estimate. The problem with
*(VM&V) is that the classically forbidden region does not exist at
energies larger than this value. We choose to consider s.r. values near fixed
energy levels E0 . As *  , the corresponding resonances become more
stable.
Proof of Main Theorem (PTH). The details for (i) are the same as in
the previous section. To prove (ii) first note that *V>E *n # _(H
*). Hence
there is no non-trapping region and thus no need to scale H* with U% . In
particular, if we choose a contour C centered at E0 with radius ==E0 2
then we can show, for both P and F potentials,
&P*&Q*&C=*&$&$ 1,
where P* and Q* are the spectral measures of H *d 1 and H
* at En and E *n
respectively. To see this recall the partition of unity g21+g
2
2+g
2
3=1 with
supp(g$1)/(d0 , d1). From this we can find &>0 so that |En(*)&E *n |<
Ce&2& - *. Now, for the P (or F ) potentials |E *n&En |C
P*&25 (or
CF*&14) by Lemma 2.1 and there are clearly eigenvalues of Ha (or Hb)
which are arbitrarily close to E0+*V given * and n sufficiently large. In
fact we need only consider solutions of the inequality
|En&(*V&E0)|<=2,
and then choose * sufficiently large. This leads to n2(2CP)54 V
- V"(a)E 540 (or n4(C F)2 V(b&a)?E 20) for the P (or F ) potentials.
Statement (iii) follows from standard asymptotics and the min-max prin-
ciple. The details are omitted. K
6. CYLINDRICALLY SYMMETRIC STRATIFIED MEDIA
The estimates presented in the previous sections can be used to study,
K=&c2(s)(2y+2x), s# | y |, x # Rk, y # Rm, m2.
This operator is self-adjoint on L2(RkRm, c&2d kxd my). We call
&2t =K,
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the (cylindrically symmetric) stratified wave equation where c(s) is the local
wave speed. For most applications c # W1, (R+) and that there exists
positive constants cM , cm, c so that,
cM#sup(c), cm#inf(c), s2(c(s)&c) # L(R+).
Now we look for solutions of
(K&zn) (x, y)=0. (6.1)
Consider a state of the form (x, y)=ei! } xYl (0) s(1&m)2c(s) ,(s), where
0#ys is the angular y-variable and Yl the l th spherical harmonic in Rm,
l # N. Then (6.1) reduces to
(H*, !&zn) ,(s)=0, H*, !#&c(s)
2
s2
c(s)+*c2(s)s2+!2c2(s),
where *=l(l+m&2) is the angular momentum variable. Clearly H*, ! is a
self-adjoint operator on L2(R+, ds). We fix the ratio *}20!
2 which
corresponds to fixing the angle of attack for the propagating resonance.
A potential V(s) can now be introduced so that,
H*, !=&c(s)
2
s2
c(s)+*V(s)+c2!
2.
To apply the results of the Main Theorem, we study the following special
potential, defined in terms of the positive constants $, &, s0 and }0=1s0 ,
c2s
2, |s&s0 |>$+&
V(s)={M0}20 , |s&s0 |<$ (6.2a)M0}20+L\(s&s0$)2 &&2, \(s&s0$) # (0, &)
where L\#c2(s0\($+&))
&2&M0 }20 and }0#1s0 is the average cur-
vature of bending for the media. If $=0 then V(s) has a parabolic bottom
at s=s0. However if $>0, then V(s) will have a flat bottom in the region
(s0&$, s0+$). In the following c(s) is defined in terms of V(s) by
c2(s)=\V(s)+c
2
 !
2*
s&2+!2* + , (6.2b)
and c(s) is characterized by the constants
cM=c , c2(s0)#
*}20M0+c
2
!
2
*}20+!
2 , cm=c(s0)+O(}0).
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Fig. 1. Comparison of energy levels for H*, ! when $0.
The three cases are
(NTH ) 0<M0<c2 , (TH ) M0=0, (PTH ) &c
2
!
2*}20<M0<0.
The lower bound in the PTH case is an ellipticity condition and the upper
bound in the NTH case is a trapping condition which ensures that s.r.
values exist. The asymptotic energy levels are
(P) $=0, E Pn =- * }0(n&12) cm - c2&M0 - 2&+*}20M0+c2 !2,
(F ) $>0, E Fn =n
2?2c2m4$
2+*}20M0+c
2
!
2.
For the same value of n, energy levels are lower in the flat case. See
Fig. 1.
Theorem 6.1. The operator H*, ! has a finite sequence of s.r. values
[z*n ]
N*
i=1 for * and s0 sufficiently large and with $, & and *}
2
0!
2 fixed.
Furthermore, for M00 these values satisfy, for appropriate constants C*
*,
|zPn &E
P
n |<}
2
0C
P
1, n+*
&12C22, n , |z
F
n &E
F
n |<*
&14C Fn , (6.3)
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and for each =>0: If M0>0 (NTH case), then
0<Im(z*n )<C= e
2 - * } 0($+&2) c(*}20)
(1&sgn($)) - 2(2n&1)8 e&2\^(*),
\^(*)=- * c _ln \c+- c
2
&M0
- M0 +&- 1&M0 c
2

+O(}20+(*}
2
0)
&1&sgn($)2)& ,
where sgn(0)=0 and 1 otherwise.
If M0=0 (TH case), then: (P) for $=0,
0<Im(z*n )<C=e
- * } 0&c (*}20)
&- * c +cm - 2 (2n&1)8 e&2# n
P (*),
#Pn (*)=&- * c[(1&ln 2)+ln(n&12)+ln cm+O(}20+1- * }0)];
(F) for $>0,
0<Im(z*n )<C= e
2 - * } 0($+&2) c(*}20)
&- * c e&2#n
F (*),
#Fn(*)=&- * c[(1&ln 2)+ln(n?cm 2$c)+O(}20+1*}20)].
If M0<0 (PTH case) and for E0 , =>0 given, _n, * sufficiently large so that,
Re(z*n )=E0+c
2
!
2,
0<Im(z*n )<C= *
(1+=)2e2 - * } 0 ($+&2)c(*}20)
&- * c  e&2\^(*),
\^(*)=- * c((1&ln 2)&ln(c- E0)+O(}20+1*}20)).
Finally, when M0<0, the number of negative eigenvalues for H *, ! when
$=0 is |M0 | - * }0- 2 cm - c2&M0+O(}0- *), and when $>0 is
2$ |M0 | 12 - * }0 ?cm+O(1*32}0).
Remark 6.1. This special case generalizes the results of Marcuse by
including additional contributions in the shape of the guiding media
[8, Sect. 9.6].
Discussion. The above result allows us to study the more common
velocity profile,
c2 , |s&s0 |>$+&
c20(s)={c2m , |s&s0 |<$ (6.4)c2m+(c2&c2m)(s&s0$)2 &&2, (s&s0$) # (0, &)
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In this case the operator of interest is
H *, !0 =&c0(s)
2
s2
c0(s)+*V0(s),
where V0(s)=(s&2+!2*) c20(s). This potential is bounded below by a
parabolic potential with vertex at s=s0+$. Hence the appropriate com-
parison Hamiltonian is
H *, !P =&cP (s)
2
s2
cP(s)+*VP(s),
with
c2P(s)={c
2
m ,
c2m+(c
2
&c
2
m)(s&s0&$)
2 &&2,
s<s0+$
s>s0+$
and VP(s)=(s&2+!2*) c2P(s). The eigenvalues of H
*, !
P are E
*, !
P, n
EP(n)+O(}0+1*}20), with
EP(n)#- * }320 (2n&1) cm- &+*((s0+$)&2+!2*) c2m ,
and the s.r. values of H *, !0 which are in a neighborhood of E
*, !
P, n and are less
than (*s&20 +!
2)c2m we call surface resonances. On the other hand, the
potential V0(x) is bounded above by ((s0&$)&2+!2*)c2m on the interval
I=(s0&$, s0+$). The appropriate comparison Hamiltonian in this case
is
H *, !F =&c
2
m
2
s2
+((s0&$)&2+!2*)c2m , on L
2(I, dx),
with Dirichlet B.C. at s0\$. The eigenvalues of this operator are
E*, !F, n=?
2n24$2+*((s0&$)&2+!2*)c2m .
S.r. values of H *, !0 which are in a neighborhood of E
*, !
F, n we call quasi-
trapped modes.
Corollary 6.2. (i) Suppose that the factors *}20 and !
2 are fixed so
that *}20!
2>(c2c
2
m&1). Then as *   the operator H
*, !
0 has s.r. values
[zn] so that
|zn&E *, !F, n |Cn*
&14,
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and given }0 sufficiently small and =>0, _C= so that
Im(zn)<C=e&2 - * [1&}0($+&2)]
- c2&c
2
m
_(ccm+- c2c2m&1)&2 - * c cm.
(ii) Furthermore, for *}30<4&c
2
m($+&)
4 and (}0+*}20) sufficiently
small, _=>0 so that H *, !0 has no s.r. values in the complex region,
[(*(s0+$)&2+!2)c2m , (*s
&2
0 +!
2)c2m] i[0, =],
i.e. H *, !0 has no surface resonances.
We begin with,
Proof of Theorem 6.1. It is natural to introduce the variable
t(s)=|
s
0
1
c(+)
d+, (6.5)
which is invertible since >cM>c(s)cm>0. Then the eigenvalue equa-
tion becomes
H*, ! - c(s) ,(t(s))=- c (&"+*V+U ),=zn - c(s) ,(t(s)),
where U(t)#&c32(s) - c(s)" and as such is discontinuous at s0\$ and is
not defined at s0\($+&). Also note that U(t(s0\$))=&|O(}20)|. As a
comparison operator we consider,
H *t =&
2
t2
+*V(s(t))+U(t), on L2(It , dt),
It#|
s 0+$+&2
s0&$&&2
1
c(+)
d+,
with Dirichlet B.C. on It . Now, from the results of the Main Theorem,
the differences |E*n &z
*
n | are exponentially small in - *. We obtain the
bounds in (6.3) by considering the differences |En(*)&E *n | where
_(H *t )=[En(*)]. Using elementary methods similar to the proof of Lemma
2.1 completes the result.
In applying the methods of the Main Theorem we note that: (1) the
kinetic energy term &c(s) 2s c(s) can be scaled using U% as long as the vec-
tor field v(x) in (2.1) is supported in the region (s0+$+&, ); (2) the
potentials V(s), U(s) will satisfy conditions (H1)(H3) of the introduction
and the conditions on M0 correspond to the conditions on V of the Main
Theorem, so (H4)* and (H5)* hold in all three cases.
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Our final task is to consider the calculations of \n(*). We can write
\*n (*)=|
&
b &s0&$
- *L&+2&2+*}20M0+c2!2&E *n d+
+|
d
s0+$+&
- *c2s2+c2!2&E *n ds,
where V(b )=V(d )=(E *n &c
2
!
2)*. The integrations now required are
elementary. K
Proof of Corollary 6.2. Statement (i) follows from Theorem 6.1 so
we need only consider (ii). From Section 3 the spectral projection for
H *, !0 (%) will have the same dimension as the projection for H
*, !
P in an
=-neighborhood of [* min(VP), *c2(s0+$+&)
2]. Thus, showing that
H *, =P has no eigenvalues on this interval implies that H
*, !
0 has no s.r. values
in a corresponding rectangle, and completes the Corollary.
To study the spectrum of H *, !P we use the transformation in (6.5) and
write
H *, =P =&
2
t2
+*VP(s(t))+UP(t).
We can bound this operator from below by
H *, !P, 0=&
2
t2
+*VP, 0(s(t))+min(UP),
where, using the 3 points which solve VP(s)=}20+!
2* and
VP(s)=min(VP), gives,
VP, 0(s)=}20c
2
m
2s0+$
&(s0+$)2
(s&s0&$2&&2)2+}20c
2
m+c
2
m!
2*
&}20c
2
m
(2s0+$)($+&)2
4&(s0+$)2
.
The eigenvalues of H *, !P, 0 are greater than EP(n)+O(}0+1*}
2
0) for *}
3
0
sufficiently small, EP(1)>(*}20+!
2)c2m and so the result holds for *}
2
0
sufficiently large. K
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APPENDIX
Proof of Lemma 3.2. Define h(x)= 3- g1(1&g1)& 3- g1(1&g1)& . Then
the Schwartz inequality gives, for H=H *d 1 of H
*(%),
&(H&‘) h,&
&xh,&2
&h,&
+*$1 &h,&
2 - a &xh,&&a &h,&+*$ 1 &h,&
- 2 *$1 2 &xh,&+(12) *$ 1 &h,&.
Hence the IMS formula and the basic estimate gives,
&(H&‘),&2C=2*&2$ &,&2+(23) *$ 1 &xh,&2+(112) *2$1 &h,&2
&(23)&[H, h]&2
(23) *$ 1 &xh,&2+C1*2$ 1 &h,&2
&C1*&2$1+=*4(1&$ 1) &(H&‘),&2,
where we require $<$1&4(1&$1). This latter condition holds if $1 is
nearly 1. K
Proof of Lemma 3.3. To begin, note that A is in the resolvent set of
H *d1 for * sufficiently large, due to Lemma 2.1. Hence, for any , # D(H
*
d 1)
and ‘ # A, _u # L2(R+) so that (H *d1&‘),=u. Now for such a , we can
write, as in the proof of Theorem 2.2,
&(H *d1&‘),&
2(12)&(H *d 1&‘) g2,&
2+(C=2) *2$ &,&2
&2 &[&2x , g1],&
2.
We used the fact that supp(,)/[a, d1] (see [9] for a complete discus-
sion). From Claim 2.3 and inequality (2.7) we conclude that
&u&C*$1 &g2(H *d1&‘)
&1u&. K
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